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Objective: To examine the biomechanical stress distribution at the upper instrumented vertebra (UIV) according to unicortical- and bicortical purchase model by finite element analysis (FEA).
Methods: A T8 to Sacrum with implant finite element model was developed and validated.
The pedicle screws were unicortically or bicortically inserted from T10 to L5, and each
model was compared and the von Mises (VM) yield stress of T10 was calculated. According
to the motion (flexion, extension, lateral bending, and axial rotation) of spine, boundary
condition values were set as 15°, 15°, 10°, 4°.
Results: Although the 2 stress values did not show a significant difference between the unicortical- and bicortical purchase models in the flexion and extension, bicortical purchase
model showed a larger stress distribution. However, the asymmetric behavior was significantly greater in the case of lateral bending (0.802 MPa vs. 0.489 MPa) and the rotation
(5.545 MPa vs. 4.905 MPa). The greater stress was observed on the spinal body surface
abutting the implanted screw. Although the maximum stress was observed around the implanted screw in the bicortical purchase model under axial loading, the VM stress of both
models was not significantly different.
Conclusion: Bicortical purchase model showed a larger stress distribution than the unicortical model, especially in the case of lateral bending and the rotation behavior. Our biomechanical simulation by FEA indicates that bicortical fixation at UIV can be a risk factor for
early UIV compression fracture after adult spinal deformity surgery.
Keywords: Finite element analysis, Spinal fusion, Pedicle screws, Adult spinal deformity

INTRODUCTION

ter multilevel instrumented spinal fusion surgery such as obesity, older age,1,2 osteopenia, preoperative comorbidities, and severe global sagittal imbalance including flat back posture.3
In the previous study, we reported that bicortical fixation at
the upper instrumented vertebra (UIV) is a major risk factor
for early UIV compression fracture following adult spinal deformity surgery. Bicortical screw fixation at the UIV highly cor-

Despite the developments in surgical techniques, proximal
junctional failure (PJF) continues to develop after adult spinal
deformity surgery. PJF is a widely recognized problematic complication of long-level arthrodesis surgery. Not a few researches
reported several risk factors of proximal junctional fracture af
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related with developing a fracture of the UIV. The average fracture rate was 0% and 42.9% in unicortical- and bicortical purchase group, respectively.4 Based on these results, we performed
a study to compare the stress levels of the anterior vertebral column at the UIV according to several behaviors after unicortical-and bicortical screw installation.
Finite element (FE) method is an engineering tool of choice
for the investigation of the effect of parameters related to the
geometry and to the material properties. And this FE method is
advantageous in proving the differences according to the screw
insertion method in increasing the risk of UIV compression
fracture. The purpose of this study was to examine the biomechanical stress distribution at the UIV according to unicorticaland bicortical purchase model by finite element analysis (FEA).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study, we quantified the peak von Mises (VM) stress
(MPa) applied to the vertebral body when flexion, extension,
lateral bending, rotation, axial weight loading was performed
after spinal pedicle screw fixation. VM stress is derived from
3-dimensional (3D) status of stress. VM stress value is calculated by taking into consideration of 3 of maximum stress in 3
axis directions. That is maximum stress in X, Y, and Z directions. Principal stress is the pressure exerted on a particular
point in the vertebral body in any direction.5 For this purpose,
FEA of unicortical screw purchase model and bicortical screw
purchase model were performed. The FE software Abaqus ver.
6.5 (ABAQUS Inc., Johnston, RI, USA) was used to create a FE
model of a T8 to Sacrum with implant model (Figs. 1, 2). The
Visible human body 3D model (National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD, USA) was used for this analysis. After making
these models, various motions were simulated to each model.

Bicortical Screw Purchase at UIV

UIV, which is reported to occur proximal junctional fracture
frequently after spinal deformity surgery, is the target for comparing stress value. The pedicle screws were inserted into the
T10 to L5 vertebral level in the FE model.
For assuming the real condition, we added another thoracic
bone as T8, T9, and Sacrum. T8 to Sacrum with implant model
was used. The roof shell element of the T8 was set as rigid body
and was used as moving parts. We assumed that the sacrum
does not move. The sacrum was used as fixed component. Therefore, we assumed that the maximum distortion energy is applied
to the T10 vertebral body (UIV in these FE models) and calculate the VM yield stress at the vertebral body. All the material
properties of components mentioned earlier are listed in Table 1.
The entire FE model of the unicortical purchase model consisted of approximately 472,950 linear tetrahedral elements.
The entire FE model of the bicortical purchase model consisted
of approximately 513,334 linear tetrahedral elements. The entire FE model of implant consisted of approximately 105,927
linear tetrahedral elements. Loading of the implant construct
followed the recommendations of American Society for Testing
and Materials (ASTM) F1717.6 For preclinical evaluation of a

Fig. 2. The 3-dimensional model and finite element model of
T8 to Sacral spine model with pedicle screw implant.
Table 1. Material properties
Material
Titanium Ti-6Al-4V
(pedicle screw, rod)
Cortical bone

Fig. 1. The 3-dimensional model and finite element model of
the pedicle screw implant.
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Young’s modules
(MPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

113,800

0.342

12,000

0.3

Cancellous bone

100

0.2

Disc

4.2

0.45
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spinal device, ASTM publishes the standards describing how to
evaluate and compare the surgical devices under controlled
conditions. ASTM published in 1996 the first version of the
F1717 standard proposing a test method useful for the assessment of the mechanical properties of posterior spinal fixator.
According to the range of motion (flexion, extension, lateral

bending, and axial rotation, axial loading) of lumbar spine, boundary condition and load condition was set as 15°, 15°, 10°, 4° (Fig. 3).

RESULTS
A stress simulation was performed to demonstrate the FE
methodology, predict typical stress distributions within the fusion system. Previously discussed material properties and simulation conditions were used for the benchmark FE simulation.
Figs. 4–8 show the predicted VM stress distribution in the FE
model. It is distinguished by the color depending on the stress
value and displayed the value of the largest pressure in the nonspecific point of vertebral body. VM stress is a commonly used
invariant stress measure which considers all of the normal and
shear stress components acting at some location in the material.
We removed the shape of the pedicle screw in the contour plot
to show the stress by measuring only the VM stress on the vertebral body. In a stress test using FE model, the 2 stress values
(maximum VM stress and maximum principal stress) did not
show a large difference in the flexion and extension behavior.
In Fig. 4A and B, the stress was increased around the area abut-

Fig. 3. The boundary condition of T8 to Sacrum finite element model. The range of motion of spine was reflected.

A

B

Fig. 4. Von Mises stress contour plots on the T10 from finite element analysis after 15° flexion. (A) Unicortical screw purchase
fusion type. (B) Bicortical screw purchase fusion type.

A

B

Fig. 5. Von Mises stress contour plots on the T10 from finite element analysis after 15° extension. (A) Unicortical screw purchase fusion type. (B) Bicortical screw purchase fusion type.
https://doi.org/10.14245/ns.1938100.050
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A

B

Fig. 6. Von Mises stress contour plots on the T10 from finite element analysis after 10° lateral bending. (A) Unicortical screw
purchase fusion type. (B) Bicortical screw purchase fusion type.

A

B

Fig. 7. Von Mises stress contour plots on the T10 from finite element analysis after 4° rotation. (A) Unicortical screw purchase
fusion type. (B) Bicortical screw purchase fusion type.

A

B

Fig. 8. Von Mises stress contour plots on the T10 from finite element analysis after axial loading. (A) Unicortical screw purchase
fusion type. (B) Bicortical screw purchase fusion type.
Table 2. Maximum von Mises (VM) stress and maximum principal stress
Boundary
condition
Specimen
VM stress (MPa)

Maximum VM
stress of flexion

Maximum VM
stress of extension

Maximum VM stress
of lateral bending

Maximum VM stress
of torsional rotation

Maximum VM stress
of axial loading

Unicortical Bicortical Unicortical Bicortical Unicortical Bicortical Unicortical Bicortical Unicortical Bicortical
5.533

5.545

5.166

5.376

ting the implanted screw, and the color of stress was slightly
changed, but there was no significant difference in the values.
380 www.e-neurospine.org

4.905

5.545

0.489

0.802

8.949

8.381

This is similar in Fig. 5A and B. Especially, the asymmetric behavior was significantly greater in the case of lateral bending
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(5.545 MPa vs. 4.905 MPa) and the rotation behavior (0.802
MPa vs. 0.489 MPa) (Table 2). As shown in Fig. 6, the area of
high stress was increased slightly and the value of the stress
from lateral bending was increased by 0.6 MPa compared to
the neutral position. In Fig. 7 which shows rotational behavior,
the area abutting the implanted screw shows higher stress color
than other surfaces. Although the maximum stress was observed
around the implanted screw in the bicortical screw purchase
model under axial loading, the VM stress of both models was
not significantly different (8.381 MPa vs. 8.949 MPa).

In the flexion and extension movements, there was almost no
difference in VM stress between the 2 models, only the figures
were slightly higher in the bicortical purchase model. However,
in the lateral bending and rotation movements, the VM stress
values were significantly greater in the bicortical screw purchase
model. As shown in Figs. 4–8, it can be confirmed by color change
that more stress is carried around the inserted screw in the bicortical screw purchase model, in rotational stimulation and
axial loading, the change in color is more pronounced. We suggest that asymmetric movements to each pedicle screw have a
substantial effect on the anterior wall of the vertebral body, which
can result in mechanical overloading of the vertebral body in
the bicortical screw purchase model. There was no significant
difference in flexion and extension movements compared to
neutral position, because the stress was distributed on both
pedicle screws. In the case, the mechanical stress was loaded
symmetrically. However, asymmetric stress on each pedicle
screws in lateral bending and rotational movement, resulting in
greater stress on one side of pedicle screw and vertebral body.
With those results, unicortical screw purchase on the UIV in
long spinal instrumented fusion surgery gives relatively less
stress to the anterior wall of the vertebral body than bicortical
screw purchase.
The present study had several limitations. First, the FEA models in this study did not consider ligaments, particularly the supraspinatus and interspinous ligaments, joint capsule, muscles,
and ribs. Second, the reliability can be lower than cadaver study.
Third, FE models are making an important contribution to
physician’s understanding of the spine and its components. Models are being used to manifest the biomechanical function of the
spine. Nevertheless, the results from FEA are not statistical values. The VM stress value is a single result through a test. The
results of this study can consider as a risk factor for UIV fracture but was not a statistical conclusion. Finally, we did not
make various comparisons by changing the instrumented fusion
level. Future studies would need to complement these limitations.

DISCUSSION
Adult long spinal instrumented fusion may be necessary for
various conditions such as degenerative lumbar scoliosis, sagittal imbalance, transition syndrome, and revision cases to alleviate back pain and to achieve balance and stabilization of the
fused segments.7 However, stress concentration on the proximal
junction after posterior long spinal instrumented fusion, from
the thoracolumbar spine to S1 or the pelvis, has demonstrated
several junctional changes: PJF including fractures, proximal
junctional kyphosis, junctional disc rupture, and junctional spinal stenosis.8-11
Several previous studies have reported various risk factors associated with PJF, known risk factors include older age, osteoporosis, female sex, high UIV angle, preoperative kyphosis adjacent to the UIV, inadequate implant systems, the level of the
UIV, preoperative hyperkyphotic thoracic alignment, sagittal
imbalance, and acute correction of sagittal imbalance.12-19 We
reported previously that bicortical fixation at the UIV is a major risk factor for early UIV compression fracture by examining
our clinical series of patients who underwent adult spinal deformity surgery. Therefore, this study was conducted to investigate the stress load on the UIV after a bicortical screw purchase
by biomechanical analysis.
While the usefulness of FEA of the spine has been demonstrated in many studies,20-23 only a few studies have analyzed
long spinal instrumented fusion related fracture by FEA. Imai
et al.24 compared the results of FEA and an actual vertebral
strength affect to fracture site using human fresh cadavers, and
demonstrated that bone strength and fracture sites can be predicted by FEA. To simulate the FEA, modeling for implants and
spines was made using a computer program. The load on the
anterior wall of the UIV was evaluated after applying flexion,
extension, axial rotation, lateral bending forces to the 3D-modeling made using the originally known material properties.25-28
https://doi.org/10.14245/ns.1938100.050

CONCLUSION
Bicortical purchase model showed a larger stress distribution
than the unicortical model, especially in the case of lateral bending and the rotation behavior. Our biomechanical simulation
by FEA indicates that bicortical fixation at the UIV can be a
risk factor for early UIV compression fracture after adult spinal
deformity surgery.
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